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SPECIAL UNITED NATIONS TRUST FUND FOB AFRICAN

DEVELOPMENT (SOTTFAP) [TO BE BSTABUSES? WITH "CON
TRIBUTIONS FROM ECA MEMBER STATES IN 1971-72) . ..

The central theme of "self-reliance" was unanimously supported "by

member States of the Economic Commission for Africa during the discussions

preceding the commemorative and other special resolutions adopted at the

ninth session and tenth anniversary of the Commission. This theme of

self-reliance reflects the prevailing mood of the African Region to

involve African member States more closely with the work programmes of

the Commission at the policy formulation and project implementation

■levels* It will also provide them with a unique opportunity to work out

andactively participate in the implementation of solutions to their

development -problems as well as bring into play that much-needed .

motivation which should be regarded as a natural reflection of that

spirit of self-reliance "by which the developed nations of the world

were motivated to overcome most of their difficult problems during the

initial phases of this development process.

■■■- The developed nations of the world have now moved into a

position in which they have been able to establish Trust Funds, under UniteA

Uatdons management, for promoting development activities in the develop

ing countries-. For example, there are at present contributions from

Danish Trust Fund, Dutch Trust Fund, German Trust Fund, the American

Society of Friejids and USAID, not Including other bilateral; donor

countries which are contributing direct assistance to the Regional

Economic Commissions and to individual countries in the developing

regions•:

-The member States of the Economic Commission for Africa should

now.begin to consider seriously the practical steps that could be taken

by them to demonstrate their proclaimed desire for self-reliance in a

concerted effort to mobilise the resources necessary to augment those

provided by the developed nations, for the accelerated transformation

of the economic and social conditions in the African continent,
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Recently, there has been some exchange of correspondence betweefc
United Nations Headquarters and the ECA secretariat which indicates ttifct
the authorities at Headquarters sire not too optimistic in being able to
provide the total financial resources required for the implementation
of the ninth session!s resolutions and the work programme of the .

Commission. Extracts from the relevant sections qt tMfi Correspondence
are at annexes I to IV, : .

As the Commission has clearly indicated its wishes that effect
should be given to the implementation of the ninth session's resolu
tions, it is proposed that serious considerations should, be given to (
subsequent meetings of the ECA Executive Committee for concrete

'recommendations tbvbe submitted to the next.Biennial Conference of
Ministers 6f 2CA- tfo* V.M&ieoial United Natdons-^rust Fund • for African
Development (SUNTFAD)" Ito be established in 1971 - 1972 and made up of
contributions from member States of ECA.

.. It is intended that the contributions to the proposed Trust Fund
will be made on the basis of the minimum contribution which member States
of ECA could conveniently afford, taking into account such factors as
the population and GDP of the individual States concerned. It is
suggested that this Special United Nations Trust Fund be placed under

the management of the UN Headquarters, secretariat (as in the case of
other Trust Funds), but to be disbursed in accordance with the specific
directions of the Biennial Conference of Ministers s-cting on the joint
recommendations of the Executive Gommittee and the Secretariat of the
ECA-for clearly defined purposes in connexion with the implementation
of the work programmes of the Commission which cannot be covered by
the budgetary allocations of the United Nations.

The establishment of the Special Trust Fund proposed will help
towards stimulating the active interest of member States in the work

of the Commission as well as provide the necessary incentives and
motivation for self-reliance in. fields of activities related to .the
promotion and development of sub-regional a,nd .other multi-national

projects for economic and social co-operation for which the member

States of the Commission cannot continue to rely indefinitely on the
generosity of the. developed countries of the world* It will also

help to augment the resources required by the Commission's secretariat,
in order to implement the provisions of some of the ninth session1s
resolutions and the work programmes of the Commission for which resources
could not be made available by the United Nations or through bilateral
assistance from the developed countries. In this connexion, it may be
relevant to invite attention to the- following statement contained in
paragraph 18 of Annex III to document E/CN.14/.SCO/6:

"The developing countries of Africa have put forward propo
sals, through their accredited representatives at the ninth session
and tenth anniversary of the Commission, which indicate a keen
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awareness of the developing problems of the region as well

as their intention to face up to the development challenges

mainly through a combination of their own efforts with those

of the Economic Conmission for Africa established to serve

their interests. It is also recognized that properly-

organized and well-directed external assistance can only serve

as a welcomed catalyst, but definitely not as a substitute

for the internal motivation which is abosolutely necessary for

the evolution of the appropriate mechanisms by which ihe
economic and social conditions now obtaining in the African

continent could rapidly be transformed for the betterment of

the region and its peoples. The most logical inference to

be drawn from the resolutions of the last session of the

Commission is that the member States have indicated their

preparedness to co-operate with the United Nations system and

to meet the challenges of the second Development Decade in a

spirit of self-reliance. Any other interpretation merely

distorts the spirit in which, and the objectives for which,

,the commemorative and special resolutions of the ninth session

were formulated and unanimously adopted by the member States

of the Economic Commission for Africa."
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EXTRACT FROM LETTER ADDRESSED TO UNITED NATIONS

HEADQUARTERS BY THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

18 June 1*69

Financial implications of the desisione of the ninth

session of the Economic Commission for Africa, held

in Addis Ababa, 3-14 February 1969

I would like to point out that the financial implications of the

resolutions adopted by the ninth session of ECA, should "be phased over

a period of two years (i.e* 1970-1971). I have suggested this phasing

arrangement, as I am not at all optimistic that the United Nations will

be able to provide in 1970 (i.e. within a budgetary period of one yetr

only) the total financial resources required to implement the resolutions

of the ninth session.

You will note that a similar phasing arrangement has been proposed

in document E/CTT.I4/ECO/6 in respect of additional staff needs of the

secretariat between 1970 and 1975s which should provide ample opportunity

for the staff requirements of the ECA to be met gradually over a period

of about six years.

I hope Headquarters will now be in a position to see its way clear

in making the necessary financial provision, over a period of two years,

for the implementation of the various resolutions of the ninth session.

Yours sincerely,

R.K.A. Gardiner

Executive Secretary

Director

Budget Division

Office of the Controller

United Nations

Hew York
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ANTilEX II

GABLE REPLY TO EXECUTIVE SECRETARY'S LETTER

OP 18 JUNE TO U.K. HEADQUARTERS

Your letter 18 June to Kirdtride concerning financial implications

arrising from recommendations Hinth Session have been brought to our

attention. While we are anxious that the initiaves taken fcy African

member Governments at ninth session towards reorientation of Commissions

work should not "be discouraged the financial situation presently facing

the Organization and the widespread desire of member Governments to

ensure that available resources are fully utilized before requests are

made for additions to the budget leave us little choice except to propose

that we attempt to undertake to the extent pnssible in 1970 within the

level of budgetary resources requested only such of the tasks as are of

highest priority. This would mean that you would apply existing

vacancies and the additional resources included in the 1970 budget

estimates to these tasks

In the Expectation you agree this approach we would propose schedule

the manpower utilization survey of "SCA as early as possible in 1970 in

order that SCA budget proposals for 1971 be reallistically presented.

While your document E/C]\t/14/e/o.6 might e<msti-tute a general guidance

on the lines of which future adjustment and reform might be attempted,

it could, in present ciccumstances, provide the Executive Committee

with a basis to recommend a number of small steps which can meanwhile

be taken towards implementating commissions work programme.
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ANNEX III

EXTEACT FROM CABLE ADDRESSED TO EXECUTIVE

SECRETARY BY UN HEADQUARTERS

812 Gardiner. Note that first session Executive Committee is

convening for 30 June in advance of SCOSOC endorsement of ninth

session recommendations* Please refer in this connexion to paragraph

8 of reoord of meeting with Commission Chairman held New York 18

March- BBB Assume you financing expenses session of Executive

Committee within existing "budgetary allocations "by specific

adjustments to approved calendar of ECA meetings for l°-69« ccc

Copy your study E/CN.I4/ECO/6 with estimates of ultimately some two

million dollars annually as the additional requirements arising

from ninth session recommendations just received here raises major

policy issues applicable all Regional Commissions and which require

careful consideration. DDD Airmailing letter to Commission Chairman

through you.
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AUHEX IV

REPLY BY EXECUTIVE SECRETARY TO UK

HEADQUARTERS' CABLE OF 2^ JUUE I969

Your cable 812 at insistence of Chairman agreed that meeting

should take place Addis Ababa. Participants meet their own travel

costs and perdiem for first meeting. Only additional expenditure

is interpretation cost. Fully agree that ninth session recommenda

tions raise policy issues requiring careful consideration =

GABDIHEH


